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Greek nominals are specified for number (singular, plural), case (nominative, 
accusative, genitive, vocative) and gender (masculine, feminine, neuter). In traditional 
grammars (Triantaphyllides 1941; Tsopanakis 1948; Mirambel 1959; Mackridge 
1990; Clairis & Babiniotis 1996; Holton et al. 1997, 1999, 2012, a.o.), Greek nouns 
are classified according to (a) their gender (masculine, feminine, neuter), (b) the 
number of syllables in the stem throughout the paradigm (parisyllabic, 
imparisyllabic), and (c) the inflectional endings they are combined with (e.g., 
feminine nouns in -a, -i, -os, -u): 
  
(1) 

 -a -i -os -u 
 parisyllabic imparisyllabic parisyllabic parisyllabic imparisyllabic 
 Singular 

Nom mitéra karðjá mamá níki ípiros alepú 
Acc mitéra karðjá mamá níki ípiro alepú 
Gen mitéras karðjás mamás níkis ipíru alepús 
Voc mitéra karðjá mamá níki ípire alepú 

 Plural 
Nom mitéres karðjés mamáðes níkes ípiri alepúðes 
Acc mitéres karðjés mamáðes níkes ipírus alepúðes 
Gen mitéron karðjón mamáðon nikón ipíron alepúðon 
Voc mitéres karðjés mamáðes níkes ípiri alepúðes 
 ‘mother’ ‘heart’ ‘mum’ ‘win’ ‘continent’ ‘fox’ 
 
In some more recent analyses (Thomadaki 1994; Ralli 1992, 1994, 1999, 2002, 2005; 
Anastassiadis-Symeonidis 2013) the traditional gender-base classification is rejected 
and instead it is suggested that the division of nouns into inflection classes be based 
on stem allomorphy. Although these approaches succeed in terms of descriptive 
completeness and capture some transparadigmatic syncretisms, they are still limited to 
a descriptive level since they do not provide a detailed analysis of the derivation of a 
nominal form. Furthermore, they do not account for the emergence of stem 
allomorphy or for the attested intraparadigmatic syncretisms. 
 A syntax-oriented analysis is put forward in some recent approaches 
(Alexiadou 2004, 2011; Alexiadou & Müller 2008; Spyropoulos & Kakarikos 2009, 
a.o.), which, however, are based on the classification system proposed by Ralli (1992 
et seq.). Moreover, a key idea in certain of them is that roots are inherently specified 
for grammatical category and class. This claim weakens the role of syntactic 
derivations and “overloads” the root with grammatical information. 
 The aim of this talk is to suggest a parsimonious model couched in the 
framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993, 1994; Embick & 
Noyer 2007) that could effectively describe the formation of both nouns and 
adjectives as outputs of syntactic derivations. More specifically, we argue that a 
Greek nominal form can be decomposed into three subconstituents: a root, a theme 
vowel (THV) and a number-case marker: 
 
(2) a. ánθrop-o-s ‘human-THV-NOM.SG’ 
 b. mitér-a-Ø ‘mother-THV-NOM.SG’ 



In our analysis, the THV is not a classifier but a gender exponent (cf. Thomadaki 
1994). The root bears no grammatical information, which means that it is not 
specified for grammatical category and needs to merge with a functional head in order 
to form a noun or an adjective. We claim that the categorizer node is realized by the 
THV and, subsequently, by gender (see also Embick & Noyer 2007, Picallo 2007, 
2008 and Lowenstamm 2007 for a similar proposal for Latin, Catalan - Spanish and 
French respectively). 
 A secondary aim of this proposal is to account for the emergence of two 
different stem forms in the same inflectional paradigm. We suggest that the /að, ið, 
eð, uð, at/ sequences that appear before the case marker in the plural forms (e.g., 
mamáðes, alepúðes) are not part of a stem allomorph, but separate theme constituents 
(THC) that intervene between a root and a case marker (see also Bailyn & Nevins 
2008). The various inflectional forms of a noun are surface realizations of a single 
underlying representation that undergoes segment deletion under the pressure of 
phonological constraints (e.g., no hiatus (3a) (cf. Bermúdez-Otero 2006, Bailyn & 
Nevins 2008), no coda in a word-final syllable (3b)): 
 
(3) a. /anθróp-o-u/  à anθrópu 
   human-THC-GEN.SG 
 
 b. /mam-áð-Ø/  à mamá   
   mum-THC-NOM.SG    
 
To sum up, the proposed analysis provides an analysis of Greek nominal inflection 
which suggests that a nominal form consist of three separate components: a root, 
which bears no grammatical features, a theme constituent that expresses gender and 
functions as a noun/adjective head and an inflectional formative which realizes 
number and case features. 


